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1 Context and proposed approach

Matching domain and top-level ontologies is an important task but still an open problem in the ontology matching field. The main difficulties are particularly due to their different levels of abstraction. In this paper, we propose an approach that exploits existing alignments between WordNet and top-level ontologies, as an intermediate layer, and that relies on the notion of context of concepts [1,3,5]. Contexts are constructed from all information about an ontology entity (e.g., entity naming, annotation properties and information on the neighbors of entities) and are used for disambiguating the senses that better express the meaning of ontology entities in WordNet. After selecting an appropriated synset for a given domain ontology, we verify if there is a relation between that synset and a top-level concept, via existing alignments between WordNet and the top-level ontology. Here, we focus on DOLCE top-level ontology and OntoWordNet [2]. This choice is motivated by the fact that DOLCE is one of the most used top-level ontologies and serves as a reference for the modeling and integration of ontologies [4].

2 Experiments

In order to evaluate our approach, we run experiments involving a set of 7 domain ontologies from the OAEI Conference data set1 regarding DOLCE-Lite-Plus and OntoWordNet [2]. We focused on the first-level of domain concepts hierarchy, what corresponds to 70 concepts. This choice is motivated by the fact that correspondences can be assigned by inheritance to the child concepts. Compounds have been pre-processed and we removed the modifier (e.g. conference, document is a document). As the domain ontologies are not equipped with descriptions of their concepts, we manually enriched the first-level concepts with such definitions. For that, we adopt the Cambridge online dictionary2 where we chosen the definition of each concept considering the most related one to the conference domain. The experiments were executed with the original and enriched versions of the domain ontologies and DOLCE-Lite-Plus (resulting in 7 pairs). This resulted in a total of 71 correspondences (including the different correspondences

1 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2016/conference/index.html
2 http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/
found in the two versions of the domain ontologies). These 71 correspondences were presented, separately, to an expert on top-level ontologies, via an online form. The form shows the pair of concepts, their hierarchy and description. The expert was instructed to select one of the options among “equivalent”, “sub concept”, “none” or “other”. For “other”, a description of the kind of relation was required.

**Results and discussion** Regarding the expert judgment, 36 correspondences out of 63 for the original ontology were judged as correct. For the dictionary-enriched ontology, there are also 36 pairs considered as correct, from a total of 62. For 7 concepts in the original ontologies and 8 in the enriched ontologies, no corresponding concepts in OntoWordNet were found. Assuming that all first-level concepts in the domain ontology have potentially a corresponding concept in the top-level ontology, we compute precision, recall and F-measure. We observe similar results for both ontology versions. In fact, we expected that the descriptions would improve the synset selection and therefore produce an impact on the alignments, however the improvements were not that significant between the two versions. As we adopted plain dictionary descriptions for the terms, it might be the case that these descriptions were simply too general.

3 Concluding remarks and future work

This paper presented an approach to automatically match domain and top-level ontologies. We consider that existing top-level and WordNet alignments are a valuable resource for the task, at least for certain general domains. For most of the concepts from the domain ontologies we found a correspondence with the top ontology. In addition, the precision was better than available matching systems considered in previous experiments [6]. We are aware that the experiment settings were different, but it is possibly an indication that the proposed approach might be an option for certain domains and its development should be continued and refined. As future work, we intend to improve the description of the concepts to include a more closer information about the domain, apply alternative similarity metrics for measuring the overlap between contexts, deal with logical reasoning and involve more experts in the evaluation process.
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